Design Options

HYPNOS
THE MOST COMFORTABLE BEDS IN THE WORLD
All our beds are 100% recyclable at the end of their life.
Each Hypnos bed is tailored to meet personal comfort, size, shape and styling needs. The overall design of each bed is personalised with finishing touches that reflect your personality and complements the décor and style of your bedroom.

Carefully consider every detail; first choose the required level of support and comfort, from softer to extra firm, then stamp your personality on your bed by creating a stunningly designed centrepiece that complements your bedroom’s décor.

Choose a traditional deep divan base or a contemporary shallow divan base. A deep divan base can also incorporate a range of practical hidden storage solutions.

Select an upholstered headboard design to crown your bed and to create a beautiful focal point.

Finally the divan base and headboard will be upholstered in your preferred fabric, faux suede or leather.
Fine Tune the Supportive-Comfort of your Divan Base

Together, a Hypnos mattress and divan base provide the optimum comfort and support, with the assurance of unparalleled longevity and a great night’s sleep.

For additional comfort always choose a sprung edge divan base, whilst if you want extra comfort and support right up to the edge of the bed, choose a firm edge divan base. If it’s a firmer feel you prefer, choose the solid top divan base.

If sleeping partners prefer different levels of comfort, choose a Zip and Link mattress that enables mattresses with different spring tensions to be hand crafted then zipped and joined together to satisfy their individual comfort preferences.
Deep Divan Base Options

Our piped deep divan bases are available with a wide range of finishes. Chrome castors come as standard for smooth and easy movement. Alternatively, for a contemporary look, personalise with a range of discrete wooden or metal feet.

Specify an upholstered skirt or an upholstered bumper to surround the foot of the divan base – for the ultimate finishing touch specify a wooden plinth for your divan base.

Deep Divan Castors

Chrome castors (height 5cm) come as standard for smooth-running and easy movement, especially if you have a ‘zip and link’ bed where your bed may be separated regularly into two single beds. Choose black brake castors if you have hard floor surfaces.

Deep Divan Skirt

A hand upholstered divan skirt provides an extra example of traditional craftsmanship. The skirt surrounds the entire bottom of the divan base, hiding the castors behind this classic and elegant detailing.
Deep Divan Feet

Hypnos divan feet come in a variety of colours and designs. Choose from a range of discrete wooden feet in oak or mahogany, simply styled to provide extra detailing. Select a brushed aluminium cube foot for a more imposing contemporary look.

- **Mahogany bun foot**
  - Height 4.5cm
- **Oak bun foot**
  - Height 4.5cm
- **Tapered natural wood foot**
  - Height 7cm
- **Tapered mahogany foot**
  - Height 7cm

Deep Divan Base with Footboard

For a truly unique look add an upholstered footboard for a beautiful ‘bedstead’ look. The thick rectangular footboard has a plain upholstered centre panel with gently curved and piped edges.

Hypnos believes that the most attractive appearance is when the headboard, divan and footboard are all upholstered in the same matching fabric.
Shallow Divan Base Options

Our shallow ‘floating’ divan base provides a contemporary twist. Benefiting from Hypnos’ superior upholstery, this shallow and piped divan base is available with a choice of ‘stand-out’ wooden and polished aluminium leg styles to blend with the décor of any bedroom.

Our shallow divan base is handmade with a firm edge as standard, to give extra support right up to the edge of the bed.

Shallow Divan Legs

- **Round polished aluminium leg**
  - Height 15cm

- **Natural turned leg**
  - Height 15cm

- **Mahogany turned leg**
  - Height 15cm

- **Tapered natural wood leg**
  - Height 17cm

- **Tapered mahogany leg**
  - Height 17cm

- **Curved natural wood leg**
  - Height 17.7cm

- **Curved mahogany wood leg**
  - Height 17.7cm
**Super Storage Divan Base**

Our Super Storage divans provide the ultimate storage solution. Simply lift up the top of the divan that supports the mattress, which is hinged to the base, allowing you to use the entire divan base for storage. Hydraulic springs make it easy to lift up even with the mattress in place. This is also an excellent solution if space is tight in the bedroom, as you do not need to allow room to pull out drawers.

**Hideaway Divan Base**

The new Hideaway divans offer significant increases in storage capacity compared with traditional drawers. All storage areas are concealed behind beautifully upholstered deep valances, which cover the full height of the divan base. These practical and flexible pleated valances provide an exquisite tailored finish and attractive detailing, whilst ensuring easy access to stored items.

The Hideaway divans offer a unique choice of hidden storage consisting of either a deep large open cavity, hidden by a large fabric valance, or two drawers also hidden by a large fabric valance.
Upholstery Fabric

Hypnos offers a range of exclusive Hypnos fabrics, that enable beds to be tailored to the individual and to their bedroom décor.


Bespoke Fabric Service

Hypnos also offers a bespoke fabric service, which enables customers to supply their own fabric, faux suede or leather allowing unique handcrafted beds to be made to blend or contrast with the colours, patterns and textures in their bedroom.
Headboard Options

A beautifully upholstered headboard provides a bold ‘silhouetted’ statement to frame your bed, creating a stunning focal point and finishing touch to both the bed and the bedroom.

Every design detail of the Hypnos Headboard Collection has been carefully considered, providing the essential choice of sumptuously upholstered headboards in a range of classic and contemporary styles, from deep-buttoned and hand pleated headboards to curved and elegantly shaped headboards. Choose your headboard from our collection of stunning designs.
Headboard Styles

Choose from the elegant Euro headboard, which is upholstered all the way to the floor, available in the same width as the divan (Euro-Slim) or slightly wider than the divan (Euro-Wide). Alternatively choose a traditional ‘strutted’ headboard. For those who have opted for a shallow base can choose a shallow style headboard to create a floating-like bedstead look.

Headboard Style illustrations are shown in King Size.

Euro-Wide  Euro-Slim  Shallow  Struttred

Only available with a shallow divan